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fév 22

Non classé

Banshee!!!

Banshee!!! (2008)

IMDB rating: 6.60

Plot: A group of college friends on a spring break camping trip are stalked and slashed by an unknown creature with

the ability to make them hallucinate through sound waves. The survivors hold up refuge in an isolated farmhouse, cut

off from all communication. Now, they have to come up with a plan to kill this unrelenting creature before it kills them.

“Banshee!!!” takes the idea of the legendary Irish myth and spins it around into a terrifying and unstoppable monster!

find and download movie Banshee!!! DivX version

Directors: Theys Colin

Actors: McCarthy David,Shea Kevin,Walcott Troy,Forgette A. Mike,Petry Leo,Nutcher Greg,LaMothe Ken,Doolan

John,Pupillo Nathan,Murphy Jesse,Action,Horror,

Turbo kit on a yamaha banshee?

I wanna put a turbo kit on my 2006 yamaha banshee. I figure if i route the exaust to a turbo and route the other end to my

carb. and then i would put a aftercooler just below the radiator. Any 2 stoke fans tell me if this would work and does this

sound right.

its called intercooler & you mount it between the turbo and the carb.

It wont work out, many have tried & many has failed 2-smokes dont respond well to forced induction, they dont like the

extra back pressure that is needed to move the turbo fins & they have been known to melt engines in a matter of

seconds do to lean condition caused by the turbo psi.

You will foul plugs & melt your pistons, before you get a chance to enjoy it.

Gordy | Jan 30, 2010

you would need to increase fuel to match the amount of forced air to keep air/fuel ratio correct, not easy without

computer mapping but not impossible. good luck
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